creative industries precinct

Venues
The block (gallery) the terrace Z2
The hall (lecture theatre) the terrace Z2
The loft (theatre) the terrace Z2
The roundhouse theatre the works Z1
La Boite ticket office the works Z1
Enterprise Showcase the works Z1
Cafe the terrace Z2

Disciplines
Acting and technical production the terrace Z2
Communication design the terrace Z2
Fashion the terrace Z2
Film and television the hub Z6
Journalism the hub Z6
Media and communication the hub Z6

Administration and Support Units
Creative Industries student information the hub Z6
Computing studios the terrace Z2
Computing support the terrace Z2
Dean’s office the hut Z4
Equipment bookings the hub Z6
ETV the hub Z6
Television studio the hub Z6
Production workshop the works Z1

Research Centres
ACID (Australasian CRC for Interaction Design Pty Ltd) the works Z1
CIRAC (Creative Industries Research and Applications Centre) the works Z1

Organisations
Creative Industries Precinct Pty Ltd the works Z1
Enterprise Centre and boardroom the works Z1
La Boite Theatre Co. offices the works Z1
La Boite rehearsal space the works Z1
Precinct events office shed 1 Z3

Streets
INTEGRITY STV
GONZA PARADE
BLAMEY STREET
CHAUVEL PLACE
Z1
Z2
Z4
Z5
Z6
Z7
Z8
MUSK AVENUE
CARRAWAY STREET
MUSGRAVE ROAD
UPPER CLIFTON TCE
LOWER CLIFTON TCE
WESBURY STREET
RUSDEN STREET
VICTORIA STREET
WOOLCOCK STREET
FEDERAL STREET

To Kelvin Grove main campus

Security 3864 5585
Emergency 5555
BCC bus service
Campus maps
Toilets
Public telephone
Bike parking
Mobility impaired parking

STREET PARKING AVAILABLE
BRISBANE CENTRAL TRAFFIC AREA RESTRICTIONS APPLY.
Unless specifically signed or metered, a two-hour parking limit applies between: 7am to 6pm Monday to Friday, 7am to noon Saturday.